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國、英文試題

◎注意事項:

一、本試題含國文、英文兩大部分。全部題目均須作答，總分 100 分。
二、請於答案卷中作答，否則不予計分。
三、答案卷上請用藍色或黑色筆繕寫，不得使用鉛筆。
四、作答時請先標明題號，橫式書寫。

壹、國文試題：(50 分)

看圖作文

請仔細觀看下面的圖畫，發揮您的想像力，根據這個圖畫寫出一個完整的故事，字數不限。

貳、英文試題：(50 分)

Section I: Vocabulary (10 分，每題 2 分)

In each of the following sentences, a word is underlined. Below each sentence are four other words or phrases. Please choose the one which would best keep the meaning of the original sentence if it were substituted for the underlined word.

1. The student had a confused look on his face when the teacher said something that he could not understand.
   (A) irritated   (B) enlightened   (C) equivocal   (D) perplexed
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2. Pollutants increased into the lake accelerate its natural aging process.
   (A) transform  (B) speed up  (C) bring about  (D) override

3. It is amazing to think that so many languages originate from a common ancestor.
   (A) degenerate  (B) ascend  (C) derive  (D) obviate

4. Radio was the forerunner of television.
   (A) confession  (B) preface  (C) epigram  (D) predecessor

5. There was great rejoicing when the armistice was announced.
   (A) rectitude  (B) tantrum  (C) jubilation  (D) compassion

Section II: Completing the sentence (20 分，每題 2 分)
Choose the letter of the verb that correctly completes the sentence.

1. Blowing out birthday candles is an ancient test to see if a growing child is _____ to blow out a greater number each year.
   (A) enough stronger  (B) stronger enough  (C) enough strong  (D) strong enough

2. _____, weapons and stable gear were placed upon the grave.
   (A) In ancient Greek traditional  (B) In ancient Greek tradition
   (C) In ancient traditional Greek  (D) In tradition ancient Greek

3. Sound comes in waves, and the higher the frequency, _____.
   (A) higher is the pitch  (B) the pitch is higher  (C) the higher the pitch  (D) pitch is the higher

4. _____ the sense of smell can provide us with important signals, it is not nearly as useful as hearing.
   (A) Although  (B) However  (C) Still  (D) Despite

5. Management _____ as the organization and coordination of an enterprise.
   (A) to be defined  (B) it is defined  (C) definable  (D) can be defined

6. Birds that breed on high cliffs have pear-shaped eggs that roll in a tight circle, making them _____ less likely to roll of the cliff.
   (A) somewhere  (B) somewhat  (C) something  (D) sometimes

7. While searching for gold, the Spanish found the Grand Canyon _____.
   (A) be an impassable barrier  (B) was an impassably barrier
   (C) an impassably barrier  (D) to be impassable barrier

8. Platinum _____ in existence.
   (A) it is one of the heaviest materials  (B) as one of the heaviest materials that is
   (C) one of the heaviest materials, it is  (D) is one of the heaviest materials

9. Many plants can grow in water, without any soil, _____ nutrients are added.
   (A) as long as  (B) sure that  (C) above all  (D) of necessity

10. The bank sent a notice to its customers which continued _____.
    (A) a remembrance that interest rates were to raise the following month
    (B) a reminder that a raise in interest rates was the month following
    (C) to remember that the interest rates were going up next month
    (D) a reminder that the interest rates would rise the following month
Section III: Reading Comprehension (20 分，每题 4 分)

Manic depression is another psychiatric illness that mainly affects the mood. A patient suffering from this disease will alternate between periods of manic excitement and extreme depression, with or without relatively normal periods in between. The changes in mood suffered by a manic-depressive patient go far beyond the day-to-day mood changes experienced by the general population. In the period of manic excitement, the mood elevation can become so intense that it can result in extended insomnia, extreme irritability, and heightened aggressiveness. In the period of depression, which may last for several weeks or months, a patient experiences feelings of general fatigue, uselessness, and hopelessness and, in serious cases, may contemplate suicide.

1. The paragraph preceding this passage most probably discusses
   (A) when manic depression develops
   (B) a different type of mental disease
   (C) how moods are determined
   (D) how manic depression can result in suicide

2. The topic of this passage is
   (A) various psychiatric illnesses
   (B) how depression affects the mood
   (C) the intense period of manic excitement
   (D) the mood changes of manic depression

3. The passage indicates that most people
   (A) never undergo mood changes
   (B) experience occasional shifts in mood
   (C) switch wildly from highs to lows
   (D) become highly depressed

4. The pronoun “it” in line 5 refers to
   (A) the general population
   (B) the mood elevation
   (C) insomnia
   (D) heightened aggressiveness

5. The passage implies that
   (A) changes from excitement to depression occur frequently and often
   (B) only manic-depressive patients experience aggression
   (C) the depressive phase of this disease can be more harmful than the manic phase
   (D) suicide is inevitable in cases of manic depression